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There are many factors which prevent us from
becoming the best version of ourselves. 

 
 
 
 

Our get in S.H.A.P.E guide explores 
approaches that you could apply to your 

everyday life to help you on the path for your
journey of well-being.

The journey begins on  the inside
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GET COMFY

Make your bed the most 

inviting place to be by having

good blankets, mattress and

supportive pillows

 

SHHH

Silence electrical equipment

and any other distractions 

20 minutes before bed

 

LIGHT

In the darker months try a

morning wake up light

to ease your body into 

waking up more naturally

 

TIME

Studies have suggested 

allowing yourself at least 6 

hours preferably 8 or more 

if you can manage!

A good night's sleep can

prevent chronic diseases

 

Keep your immune 

system strengthened

 

Promotes muscle mass 

and cell reparation

 

Maintains hormone

balance which can 

prevent obesity 

 

Increase cognitive

performance

SLEEP Sleep supports healthy brain function 
and maintains your physical health.  
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LOSE WEIGHT

Water provides your body with

minerals and is 0 calories.

 

FLUSH OUT TOXINS

Food and the environment 

causes  your body to 

accumulate harmful toxins 

water helps to  cleanse it.

 

DIGESTION

Water relieves pressure on 

the organs by helping to keep 

things moving inside breaking

down the food.

 

IMPROVE SKIN COMPLEXION

Water can reduce/eliminate 

spots and give your skin a 

refreshing glow.

When dehydrated your

body sources it from

other areas

 

Add flavour by infusing

your water with fruits

and herbs

 

De-hydration can be

mistaken as hunger

 

A a minimum of 8 glasses

a day (1.5ltrs) has been

recommended. 

HYDRATE Water is a key role in our helping our
bodies function effectively
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GET MOVING

Keeping active can use up 

excess fat and trigger the 

'happy' hormone in your body.

 

HAPPY STEPS

Take up a new sport 

like Tennis, Swimming 

 

Dance along to your 

favourite tracks

 

Jog or walk around your area

 

SOCIAL

Another way to keep active 

is by going to the gym 

especially if you have fitness

goals.

Seek out a good personal

trainer who has good

nutrition at the foundation 

 

Join in the online network

of fitness gurus to keep

things POSITIVE, help

INSPIRE & MOTIVATE

you.

 

Have fun with it. Why not

go to a class with a friend

such as Yoga & Spin

 

ACTIVE Staying active is good for our 
well-being and health
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RELAX

Take some time for you to do

things that you enjoy.

Go to the cinema, read a book

spend time, travel or why not

have a pamper day.

 

HAPPY

Happiness comes from 

within so take every day to 

reflect on a few good points 

about yourself and day. 

You could write this daily in 

a journal or make notes with 

your achievements and pop

in a jar for a pick-up

 

SOCIAL

Spend some time with loved

ones and people you care about.

Make memories and have lots of

laughs

Being positive can have

a domino effect to those

around you.

 

Helps you to see difficult

situations from a new

perspective.

 

Staying positive helps

keep hormones in your

body that trigger stress

at bay

POSITIVE Remember to stay encouraged 
even when things seem to be hard
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NOURISH

Eating foods packed with nutrients give your body what

it needs which can be found in whole-food plants such

as vegetables, wholegrain, legumes, nuts, seeds, and

fruits.

 

REDUCE

Reduce the C.R.A.P, Meat and Dairy which are devoid

of goodness and can often lead to detrimental health

effects, 

 

SUBSTITUTE

Use alternatives to help 

transition lentils make a 

great switch for mince.

 

ELIMINATE

Take out the C.R..A.P, Meat, 

Dairy and it's by-products 

as your main source of food.

Increase the plant-based portions.

arbonated beverages 
 
efined Carbohydrates 
 
rtificial Sweeteners 
 
rocessed Foods 

ENERGY Food is fuel and helps your body to 
carry out its daily functions 
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@revivedlotus
 revivedlotus.co.uk

What we offer to help you along your journey
 

Recipes
Guides 

Workshops
Resources
Products
Services

 
If you would like more information about

 how we can help please get in touch
wellbeing@revivedlotus.co.uk


